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 Abstract  

Institutional and political control of resilience to climate change dynamics and processes in contexts where resources 

and capacities are limited requires more efficient resilience schemes. The Sahel is one of these regions in the world with 

limited capacities for the resilience of essential development sectors such as food security. 

An approach and decision support tools for relevant and efficient food security resilience processes in the context of 

the Sahel are suggested in this article. Decision support tools include impact families, vulnerability families, resilience 

solution families, and resilience process segments. Basically, a partial resilience configurations method that splits the 

complex problem of reducing the vulnerability of food security to climate change into a series of problems of less 

complexity is proposed. 

Multidimensional and multi-risk methods integrating the contextual specificities and the indirect impacts of climate 

change have been implemented to develop the families of impacts, vulnerability and resilience solutions (Badolo, 2015). 

The methodologies, tools and results discussed in this article can be used to significantly improve the integration of 

disaster risk and climate change into local food security strategies. 
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1. Introduction 

The Sahel is one of the regions in the world where resources and capacities for managing the threats posed by climate 

change to economic development, social development and natural resources management (Schipper, 2007) are 

particularly limited (Badolo, 2022). In practice, these limitations are obstacles to the implementation of planned, 

controlled and continuous processes for the prevention and management of the direct and indirect impacts of climate 

change, in line with contextual expectations and needs (Badolo, Yaméogo, 2014). 

An approach and decision support tools for the design and implementation of relevant and efficient resilience processes 

to climate change, based on local capacities and resources are discussed in this article, with an emphasis on food 

security, a development sector particularly affected by climate change in the Sahel (Yigo, 2011; Badolo, 2015; FAO, 2016; 

IPCC, 2019; Semdé, 2021). 

The decision support tools are families of direct and indirect impacts, families of vulnerability factors, families of 

resilience solutions, segments of resilience processes. Basically, a partial resilience configurations method that splits the 

complex problem of reducing the vulnerability of food security to climate change into a series of problems of less 

complexity is suggested. 

Multidimensional and multi-risk methods integrating contextual specificities and the indirect impacts of climate change 

have been implemented to establish the families of impacts, vulnerability and resilience solutions (Badolo, 2015). 

The methodologies, tools and results suggested in this article can be used to significantly improve the integration of 

disaster risk and climate change into local food security strategies. 

 
2. Methodology 

Figure (1) indicates the sequence of development of families of information considered in this article. Specifically, 

families of information are families of impacts, families of vulnerability and families of resilience solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The methods used to develop the families of information and the partial configurations of resilience are the algorithms 

of ClimProspect (Badolo, 2015, Gahi et al., 2015; Sanou et al., 2017; Tapsoba et al., 2021; Semdé, 2022). they are 

described by figure (2). 
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Figure (1): Sequence of development of families of information 

Types of subsets of impacts: chains of impacts, subset 

of direct impacts, subset of indirect impacts, subsets 

Socio-economic impacts, specific subsets of impacts 

Impacts 

Algorithm 

 

Types of subsets of vulnerability factors: Subsets of 

vulnerability factors linked to impact chains result, 

Subsets of vulnerability factors linked to direct impacts; 

Subsets of vulnerability factors linked to indirect impacts, 

Subsets of vulnerability factors linked to socio-economic 

impacts, Subsets of vulnerability factors linked to specific 

impacts family of vulnerability indicators 
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Types of subsets of resilience solutions: Subsets of 

resilience solutions for impact chains result, Subsets of 

resilience solutions for direct impacts; Subsets of 

resilience solutions for indirect impacts, Subsets of 
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Figure (2) :  ClimProspect and its algorithms 
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The algorithms of ClimProspect are multi-risk ad multi-dimensional methods that integrate indirect impacts, gender 

issues and contextual specificities.  

in this article, the following pillars of food security are considered: 

 

• e1 = Food availability 

• e2 = Food access 

• e3= Stability 

• e4= food security sector financing 

• e5 = food security governance 

 

A global configuration of resilience (ez) of food security at a risk ṙ satisfies the equation: 

  ṙ(ez) ≈ Ø 

In a configuration (ez), which is a resilience configuration, a climate or disaster risk ṙ only has residual impacts. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Impact chains 

An impact of a climate or disaster risk ṙ on a given dimension or pillar of food security generates successive 

repercussions, which can be of an economic, social, environmental, institutional or political type (Badolo, 2015; Semdé, 

2022). A chain of impacts includes a direct impact and its successive repercussions (Badolo, 2015). For food security and 

for a given risk ṙ, five impact chains of length (p) can be established, according to figure (3): 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a chain of impacts: a) do is the direct impact and b) dj (j=1, 2, …, p) is the indirect impact of order (j). It is the 

repercussion of the impact d(j-1). 

 
3.2. Families of impacts 

 

The impact chains are used to elaborate the families of impacts families. A family of impacts concerns all the dimensions 

of food security. its elements are the impacts of the same order of the five chains of impacts. Figure (4) indicates the 

composition of the different families of impacts for food security, for p =5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e1 

  e2 Impact 

chains 

relating to 

e1, e2, e3, 

e4, e5 

ce1 ≡ e1d0, e1d1, ..., e1dp  

 ce2 ≡ e2d0, e2d1, ..., e2dp  

 e3 ce3 ≡ e3d0, e3d1, ..., e3dp  

 e4 ce4 ≡ e4d0, e4d1, ..., e4dp  

 e5   ce5 ≡ e5d0, e5d1, ..., e5dp  

 Figure (3) :  Chaines d’impacts de la sécurité alimentaire  

fdo, zero-order impact family = {e1d0, e2do, e3do, e4d0, e5do} 

fd1, first-order impact family = {e1d1, e2d1, e3d1, e4d1, e5d1} 
Familles 
d’impacts 
d’ordre 5 de 
la sécurité 
alimentaire 

fd2, second order impact family = {e1d2, e2d2, e3d2, e4d2, e5d2} 

fd3, family of third-order impacts = {e1d3, e2d3, e3d3, e4d3, e5d3} 

fd4, family of fourth-order impacts = {e1d4, e2d4, e3d4, e4d4, e5d4} 

fd5, family of fourth-order impacts = {e1d5, e2d5, e3d5, e4d5, e5d5} 

Figure (4): Food security impacts families 
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3.3. Families of vulnerabilities 

Figure (5) lists the families of vulnerability factors. A vulnerability family vfdj (j = 0, …, 5). indicates the vulnerability to 

be reduced to mitigate the impacts of the family of impacts fdj  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Families of resilience solutions 

Figure (6) lists the families of resilience. A family of resilience solutions zfdj ( j = 0, …, 5).is the subset of resilience 

solutions to address the vulnerability under the vulnerability family vfdj  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

In a given context, the Badolo model illustrated in figure (7) can be used to develop the different subsets of food 

security resilience solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vulnerability family vfdo = {ve1d0, ve2do, ve3do, ve4d0, ve5do} 

Vulnerability family vfd1 = {ve1d1, ve2d1, ve3d1, ve4d1, ve5d1} 

Families of 
vulnerability 
factors 

Vulnerability family vfd2 = {ve1d2, ve2d2, ve3d2, ve4d2, e5d2} 

Vulnerability family vfd3 = {ve1d3, ve2d3, ve3d3, ve4d3, ve5d3} 

Vulnerability family vfd4 = {ve1d4, ve2d4, v e3d4, v e4d4, ve5d4} 

Vulnerability family vfd5 = {ve1d5, ve2d5, ve3d5, ve4d5, ve5d5} 

Figure (5) :  Families of food security vulnerability factors 

Family of resiliency solutions zfdo = {ze1d0, ze2do, ze3do, ze4d0, ze5do} 

Family of resiliency solutions zfd1= {ze1d1, ze2d1, ze3d1, ze4d1, ze5d1} 
Familles de 
solutions de 
résilience 

Family of resiliency solutions zfd2 = {ze1d2, ze2d2, ze3d2, ze4d2, ze5d2} 

Family of resiliency solutions zfd3 = {ze1d3, ze2d3, ze3d3, ze4d3, ze5d3} 

Family of resiliency solutions zfd4 = {ze1d4, ze2d4, ze3d4, ze4d4, ze5d4} 

Family of resiliency solutions zfd5 = {ze1d5, ze2d5, ze3d5, ze4d5, ze5d5} 

Figure (6): Families of food security resilience solutions 

subset of solutions for promoting social resilience 

Components of the 
Badolo Model for 
promoting 
resilience to 
disaster risk and 
climate change 

subset of solutions for promoting economic resilience 

subset of solutions for promoting institutional resilience 

subset of solutions for promoting political resilience 

subset of vulnerability or resilience indicators 

subset of solutions for promoting environmental resilience 

subset of mechanisms and instruments for mobilizing 
financial resources for resilience 

subset of mechanisms and instruments for disaster 
risk and climate change governance 

Figure (7): Badolo model and its Components 
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3.5. Partial resilience configurations method 

The partial resilience configuration method splits a resilience process into successive resilience process 

segments. Basically, this method develops a resilience configuration ez through sequential partial resilience 

configurations ẽ1, ẽ 2, ..., ẽ n = ez. 

A description of the partial resilience configurations is given in figure (8). Under a configuration ej, the family of 

impacts fd(6-j) includes only residual impacts. 
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Each resilience process segment is governed by three information families: a family of impacts, a family of 

vulnerability factors and a family of resilience solutions. A resilience process segment implements the resilience 

solutions family to reduce the vulnerability factors family and thus mitigate the impacts under the impact family. 

Figure (9) shows for food security, the resilience process segment zẽ1, zẽ2, zẽ3, zẽ4, zẽ5 and zẽ6 and the 

successive partial resilience configurations ẽ1, ẽ2, ẽ3, ẽ4, ẽ5, and ẽ6. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 

The families of impacts that govern the segments of the resilience process establish the relevance of the partial 

configurations of resilience method. The objectives and the design of the resilience process meet the expectations in 

the contexts considered, which are the mitigation of the impacts of climate risks on food security. The consideration of 

all dimensions of food security, direct and indirect impacts of climate risks ensures that all expectations are taken into 

account. 

The families of vulnerability factors are the efficiency elements of the approach that we propose. They guide the 

allocation of resources and efforts to reduce food security vulnerability and therefore mitigate the impacts of climate 

risks. Specifically, families of vulnerability are information for the formulation of economic, social, environmental, 

scientific, technological and political solutions for the reduction of food security vulnerability. 

Partial resilience configurations indicate successive positive accomplishments related to mitigating the impacts of 

climate risks on food security. They are the verifications that the objectives and results of the resilience process are 

being achieved. They express specific changes in terms of resilience of food security to climate risks in a given context. 
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Figure (9): Illustration of Resilience Process Segments for Food Security 

Under ẽ6 configuration, fdo ≈ Ø 

Under ẽ5 configuration, fd1 ≈ Ø 
Characterization 
of partial 
resilience 
configurations 
 ẽ j  
j = 1, … 6 

Under ẽ4 configuration, fd2 ≈ Ø 

Under ẽ3,configuration fd3 ≈ Ø 

Under ẽ2 configuration, fd4 ≈ Ø 

Under ẽ1 configuration, fd5 ≈ Ø 

Figure (8):  Description of the partial resilience configurations 
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The results reported in this article are part of scientific efforts to develop more efficient solutions to disaster risks and 

changes (Gregory et al., 2005; Beddington et al., 2012; IPCC, 2019. Semdé, 2022). However, the approach, the 

theoretical and methodological tools and the families of information proposed are a new contribution for more efficient 

resilience processes in contexts where capacities and resources are limited. 

The segments of resilience processes can be in practice sequences of integration of disaster risks and climate change 

into food security development policies and programs (Yigo, 2011, Semdé, 2022).  

 

5. Conclusion 

The objective of this article was to propose an approach and decision support tools for the design and implementation 

of food security resilience processes to climate change, in the context of the Sahel where resources and capacities for 

managing the threats posed by climate change are limited. Families of direct and indirect impacts, families of 

vulnerability factors, families of resilience solutions and segments of resilience processes are the main decision support 

tools reported. Mainly, a partial resilience configurations method that splits the complex problem of reducing the 

vulnerability of food security to climate change into a series of problems of less complexity is suggested. Each resilience 

process segment creates a partial food security resilience configuration. 

The approach, theoretical and methodological tools and the families of information presented are a new contribution 

for more efficient resilience processes in contexts where capacities and resources are limited. They can also be 

invested in improving practices for integrating climate change into development strategies.  
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